With the death of Stephen Hawking physicists have lost one of their greatest colleagues and the world has witnessed the conclusion of an inspiring story of triumph over adversity. Personally I have lost a dear friend and matchless collaborator.
Stephen's major contributions to science are well known and need no review by me; I confine myself to a few personal remarks.
My association with Stephen began some 46 years ago during a many month visit I made to Fred Hoyle's Institute of Theoretical Astronomy (as it was known then). In residence were Brandon Carter, Martin Rees, Paul Davies, and Stephen Hawking -colleagues with whom I maintained lifelong personal and scientific contacts. In Cambridge I was warmly welcomed by
Stephen and Jane.
From that time on I always felt that Stephen and I were on the same wavelength -not the same in ability or insight, of course -but rather similar in style and in views of what is important. Ten more joint papers were to follow that visit (see list below).
For me, the high point of our joint efforts is the paper on the no-boundary * Based largely on he author's contribution to Physics Today's March 14 article in which Stephen Hawking is remembered by his colleagues. https://goo.gl/dRgf3q). To understand the universe it is necessary to understand how it began.
The classical singularity theorems of Stephen and Roger Penrose showed that the universe could not begin with a classical Lorentzian geometry with three space and one time dimension. An earlier joint paper with Stephen demonstrated the power of Euclidean geometry to help understand the Hawking radiation from black holes. If the universe couldn't begin classically with a Lorentzian geometry perhaps it could begin quantum mechanically with a Euclidean geometry. Perhaps it could start with four space dimensions and 3 later make a quantum transition to a Lorentzian spacetime. The result was the no-boundary proposal for the quantum state of the universe.
I have often thought that the signature of a great problem in physics is that its solution generates more great problems. Certainly that is the case with the no-boundary wave function. The no-boundary wave function of the universe led me to numerous specific calculations, many with Thomas • Energy and Angular Momentum Flow into a Black Hole (with S. W.
Hawking), Comm. Math. Phys., 27, 283-290, 1972 .
• Path Integral Derivation of Black Hole Radiance (with S. W. Hawking), Review D, 13, 2188 Review D, 13, -2203 Review D, 13, , 1976 .
Physical
• • Accelerated Expansion from Negative Λ, (with S.W. Hawking, and T. Hertog), arXiv:1205.3807. 
